Abstract. It is proved that a homeomorphism h, which conjugates a smooth unimodal map of the interval with negative Schwarzian derivative and positive Lyapunov exponent along the forward trajectory of the critical value with a tent map, and its inverse h~l are Holder continuous.
Introduction
We shall deal with a nondegenerate S-unimodal map / of the closed interval (0,1) into itself, more exactly we assume that: ( a ) / e C 3 , / ( 0 ) = / ( l ) = 0.
(b) There is a unique ce (0,1) such that/ is strictly increasing on (0, c) and strictly decreasing on (c, 1) and f'(c) T 4 0.
(c) 5/<0 on <0, l)\{c} where Sf=f'//'-f(/'//') 2 . We use the following notation: / ' = / and f" +1 =f"°f; x n =/"(*);
Df" = (d/dx)(f).
We assume additionally (d) There are no sinks i.e. for every p with p n =p, \Df"{p)\> 1. Let (x,y) denote the open interval with end points x and y (for x < y as well as y<x). \A\ will denote the Lebesgue measure of the set Ac(0,1). Definition 1. We say that (c,a)e*(n) if a n = c and D/"| ( c > a ) #0. Let (c,/3) be a maximal interval with (c, a) <= (c, /?) and Df" \ (cJ}) ^ 0. We call /? associated with a.
In the sequel we make the following General assumption. There exist K > 0 and A > 1 such that for every n if (c, a) e * (n) and )8 is associated with a then >K** and |
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T. Nowicki and F. Przytycki This assumption is satisfied for example by mappings studied in [CE1, CE2, M, C] . From [N2, N3] it follows that (G.A.) holds if Collet-Eckmann's condition liminf-loglDf (Ci)|>0 H-.00 n is satisfied.
Definition 2. Let g:<0, l)-*<0,1) and g(x) = P/2-p\x-\\. We call such a map a /3-tent map and denote it by g p .
It is known ( [G] Theorem 4.5, [CE] ) that if a m a p / satisfies (a)-(d) and has no restrictive central point for n> 1 (the definition will be recalled in § 1) then there exists p € (V2, 2) such that/| (C2C|) is topologically equivalent to gp|( g 2 (|), g (|)), i.e. there exists a homeomorphism h = h f such that h ° f = gp ° h.
The main result of this paper is the following. The number 1 is added to K • log l/\j\ above to avoid nonsense for J long (of order 1). In the sequel we shall understand that | j | in that kind of estimates is small.
Preliminaries
We quote some useful properties of maps satisfying (a)-(d) and (G.A.) .
PI. ([N2, Lemma 7] .) If D/"| ( a b ) #0 then for every t,xs (a, b) \x n\x 
P5. ([N2,
Lemma 10].) Suppose that for some n> 1, *(n) is nonempty. Then (a') / " has a central point p.
where (a, c) e *(/i) and )3 is associated with a.
At the end of the next section we shall use the following facts: (13,p) . Let xe(f},p) then by PI and by the facts that graph (/"| [Ac] ) intersects the diagonal only at the point p and that Df"(p)> 1 (both implied by (d) § 0) we have
\x-p\
Hence as long as c (s _i )n € (/3, p) we have
which proves the Lemma. Proof. For fi associated with a we have (c, /3)e*(n t ) for some n^<n. Find ^3, associated with /3, then /3 2 associated with )3, etc. The sets f k (a, c) with growing k swallow successively £, /?,, y3 2 This procedure will be described in more detail in the next section. Proof. It is enough to prove the Lemma for n > N. By lemma 2 and PI we have
J a
We compute (/")":
(/")"(*) = (D/"(x))'=( "ff/(*,))' = "l "flf 'M -fix,) • Df(x).
for some X > 0 .
Collet-Eckmann's map of the interval
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Therefore which proves the assertion.
•
Remark. In fact we need not use (G.A.) . We could replace a by a periodic point q € (a, a), q = q n , and use the assumption that it is a source. Then we would lose A" in the estimate. Cf, [Nl, proposition 6 .1]. We repeat the whole operation and find s l t a 2 , n 2 , {I 2 , s 2 , • • •, until for some j we have Mj < N. Such _/ exists as the sequence n t is strictly decreasing. We have Proof. By P6 for s = [log (2/|j|)/log A 2 ] +1 there exists an interval of monotonicity of/ s contained in /, say (a, /3), with a fc = /3, = c and k<l<s. We have (c, jS
and (c, /3 fc )e* (l-k). By Proposition 1 there is m, such that f n '(f k (J) ) =>(a',c)e*(N) and m, <«,(/-it). Thus we can take
Proof of the Main Lemma. In view of Proposition 2 and Corollary 1, § 1 it is sufficient to take
m = m(J,N) + m(N)<K 2 log(l/\j\) + m(N).
Additionally we conclude that if the J's under consideration are sufficiently small, K can be taken arbitrarily close to K 2 i.e. 21ogI-logA log A log A 2 3. On the conjugacy We shall prove in this section the theorem stated in the introduction. We note that the assumption / " has no restrictive central point for n > 1 is not significant as there exists «o -1 such that f"° has a restrictive central point p and / " for n > n 0 has no restrictive central point, see P4, § 1. We can set F = L °/"° ° L~l where L is a linear transformation of (p, p) onto (0,1). Then F satisfies the assumptions of the Theorem.
Recall from the introduction that given/ satisfying the assumptions of the theorem there exists a conjugacy h = h f with a /3-tent map gp, V5 < /? < 2. One can use similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 1, we shall, however, give a direct simple proof, as gp is a map which is very simple to cope with. (We could also refer to [CE, Lemma II.7 .1] such that for /3: -Jl < fi s 2, g 0 has no restrictive central points for n > 1.) By (3) there exists n such that (2) 
